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Circular Chloroplast Chromosomes: The Grand Illusion

If we could extract, purify, and visualize the

intact DNA molecules from chloroplasts,

what would those molecules look like?

Most would expect to find circular DNA

molecules the size of the chloroplast

genome. By contrast, however, only a small

fraction of the DNA obtained from chloro-

plasts is found as genome-sized circles.

The reasons for this profound discrepancy

are the subject of this article. I will trace the

history of research on chloroplast DNA

(cpDNA) to elucidate why it has taken more

than 30 years to realize that the circle is not

the principal form of DNA in chloroplasts

and to examine the relationship between

the chloroplast genome and the segregat-

ing genetic unit or chromosome in chlo-

roplasts. The critical finding is that the

chloroplast chromosome can contain many

genome equivalents. I will also discuss the

coupling between chromosomal replication

and segregation in chloroplasts.

To avoid confusion, I define some terms.

The genome is the entire complement of

genetic material in a virus, prokaryote,

mitochondrion, or chloroplast or the hap-

loid nuclear genetic complement of a eu-

karyotic species. A genome equivalent is

the amount of DNA in a single copy of

a genome. A chromosome is the segregat-

ing genetic unit that carries either a subset

or all of the genome into each daughter cell

or organelle during division. For example,

the ant Myrmecia pilosula has a single pair

of homologous chromosomes in the nu-

cleus (Crosland and Crozier, 1986). The

amount of DNA in a single chromosome

equals the amount of DNA in the genome.

In most ants and most eukaryotes, how-

ever, the DNA content of a single nuclear

chromosome is less than that of the

genome, and the DNA content of a segre-

gating genetic unit never exceeds that of

the genome. The genome in most bacteria,

such as Escherichia coli, is contained on

a single DNA-containing body known as

the nucleoid. As a nucleoid segregates to

daughter cells upon division, that nucleoid

represents a bacterial chromosome. In

contrast with what is found in the eukary-

otic nucleus, however, the amount of DNA

per bacterial chromosome in rapidly di-

viding cells is typically several to many

times larger than one genome equivalent.

As I will show, the situation in chloroplasts

is similar to that in bacteria, and the size of

the chloroplast chromosome is rarely as

small as one genome equivalent.

CHROMOSOMAL DNA BEFORE THE

IDENTIFICATION OF CHLOROPLAST

DNA MOLECULES

There is a strong belief that a chromosome

from any source should contain no more

DNA than one genome equivalent. The first

chromosomes to be studied were those in

the nucleus of eukaryotes, where cytolog-

ical and genetic evidence indicated that

a gamete, typically being haploid, contains

a single genome. Later for bacteria, the

small size of chromosomes limited cyto-

logical investigation, so only genetic evi-

dence was informative. The monoploid

nature of genetics in model prokaryotic

organisms combined with the circular

autoradiographic images of large E. coli

DNAmolecules in the early 1960s led to the

conclusion that the chromosome in bacte-

ria was contained on a single circular DNA

molecule (Cairns, 1963; Bendich, 2001). It

was only recently that we learned that bac-

terial chromosomes can consist of many

copies of their genome. Rapidly dividing

cells of E. coli can contain an average of

;11 genome equivalents per cell (the

range is ;5 to 18) (Akerlund et al., 1995).

Because approximately equal amounts of

DNA are partitioned to daughter cells

during cytokinesis (Woldringh, 1976), none

of the cells in the population inherit a

chromosome containing a single genome

equivalent. The DNA content per cell

decreases as the culture continues to grow

exponentially, illustrating variability in the

number of genome equivalents per chro-

mosome. When deproteinized DNA is

examined by fluorescence microscopy,

most individual cells of E. coli and other

bacteria contain a bunched-up form of

DNA several times larger than one genome

equivalent (Hinnebusch and Bendich,

1997). I conclude that because none of this

information was available in 1972, when

isolated cpDNA was first visualized, there

was no reason then to challenge the

concept of a strictly genome-sized chro-

mosome in bacteria or to embrace the

possibility of a complex and branched form

of chromosomal DNA in their endosymbi-

otic descendant, the chloroplast.

THE BROKEN CIRCLES THEORY

Kolodner and Tewari (1972) were the first

to utilize DNase treatment of chloroplasts

before DNA extraction, so that contamina-

tion of cpDNA with nuclear DNA was

avoided. Their article is probably the most

influential paper in cpDNA research. They

found that the size of the pea chloroplast

genome determined by DNA reassociation

kinetics measurements matched the length

of the single size class of circular cpDNA

molecules observed by electron micros-

copy (EM). Circles represented a substan-

tial fraction (37%) of the cpDNA molecules

that they measured, and because all the

linear molecules were shorter than the

genome size, linear molecules were attrib-

uted to breakage of the circles during

extraction. This report established the

Broken Circles theory for cpDNA that has

dominated the field until the present day.

Using similar procedures for cpDNA iso-

lation and EM with several plant species,

Herrmann et al. (1975) found as much as

80% circular cpDNA molecules in some

preparations, and they too adopted the

Broken Circles theory. EM was again used

to provide additional examples of plants

with circular cpDNA (Kolodner and Tewari,
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1975a). The results of these studies were

entirely consistent with those for bacteria

and seemed to definitively establish the

chloroplast chromosome as a genome-

sized circle.

Subsequent restriction fragment map-

ping and genome sequencing data yielded

circular genomic maps and served to

solidify and generalize the conclusions in

these early investigations. How then, could

the early investigators havemissed the bulk

of the cpDNA that we now find in complex

branched forms of multigenomic size

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 2004)? We sus-

pect that the very strong expectation that

the chromosome in vivo should be a simple

genome-sized circle, as in bacteria, may

have led to the physical or conceptual

exclusion from analysis of complex forms.

Before examination by EM, a high-speed

centrifugation step was performed, which

may have removed the largest forms of

cpDNA from the sample to be analyzed

(Kolodner and Tewari, 1972; Herrmann

et al., 1975). Another possibility is that com-

plex forms of DNA much larger than the

size of genomic circles might have been

taken as nuclear DNA contamination (or

uninterpretable structures) and excluded

from analysis.

The use of in-gel procedures for the

extraction and purification of DNA coupled

with pulsed-field gel electrophoresis

(PFGE) permits analysis of megabase-

sized chromosomal DNA molecules. The

first to adapt these procedures for cpDNA

were Deng et al. (1989), who found gel

bands representing an oligomeric series

of genomic sizes for several plants. They

subscribed to the Broken Circles theory

and concluded that ‘‘the chloroplast DNA

exists as a mixture of circular forms,

whether or not the chloroplast DNA in the

pulsed-field gels is present as circular or

linear molecules.’’ Our work then showed

that the PFGE bands contained linear

cpDNA molecules, and we suggested that

they and the analogous bands of Deng

et al. (1989) contained cpDNA that was

artifactually and randomly linearized during

extraction (Bendich and Smith, 1990).

The Broken Circles theory was first

invoked to explain the extreme difficulty in

obtaining genome-sized circular forms of

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from fungi

(Bendich, 1993). Williamson (2002) de-

scribes how dogged adherence to the

Broken Circles theory impeded progress

toward the realization that the genome in

yeast mitochondria is actually borne on

linear DNA. He bemoans his refusal to even

measure the linear mtDNA molecules that

filled his electron microscopic images. I

suggested that the strong expectation in

the late 1960s that fungal mtDNA should be

circular derived chiefly from the discovery

in the mid 1960s that circular molecules

were the predominant form of mtDNA

from many metazoan animals (Bendich,

1993).

When I reported complex cpDNA forms

several to many times the size of the

genome, I interpreted them as representing

either catenated or otherwise clustered cir-

cular molecules of genome size (Bendich,

1991), exemplifying the pernicious power

of the Broken Circles theory. It was only

when we produced high-resolution digital

images, rather than the low-resolution

images produced by image intensification,

that the ethidium-stained cpDNA appeared

as branched linear forms including mole-

cules longer than the genome size

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 2004). Much or

most of the cpDNA subjected to PFGE

remains immobile, and in 1995 the consen-

sus was that this DNA was ‘‘trapped in the

agarose as large circles which cannotmove

into the gel’’ (Backert et al., 1995). It is now

clear, however, that the immobility of most

of this DNA is due to its complex structure,

with only aminor fraction due to relaxed cir-

cular molecules trapped by impediments

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 2004).

To summarize, the Broken Circles theory

was formulated to provide an excuse for

why we failed to find most of the DNA in the

form we expected to find, both for chlo-

roplasts and mitochondria. Furthermore,

although it was long known that mapping

alone cannot be used to distinguish linear

from circular chromosomes (Stahl and

Steinberg, 1964; Stahl, 1967; Bendich,

2001), these techniques (sequence assem-

bly is a mapping technique) commonly

provided the only data used to assign the

circular form to these organellar chromo-

somes.

THE END OF THE CIRCLE

The ends of linear, genome-sized cpDNA

molecules could be located either at spe-

cific sites within the genome or at random

sites, as expected from circles broken

during extraction. Deng et al. (1989) con-

cluded that the ends were random because

they did not detect any restriction fragment

length polymorphism between unfraction-

ated spinach cpDNA and the cpDNA from

PFGE bands containing one to four lengths

of the genome. The absence of differences

between total cpDNA and the PFGE bands,

however, is also expected if all forms

of cpDNA (except a minor circular form)

had the same, specific ends. Specific

ends were found for unfractionated maize

cpDNA, as well as the linear monomeric

and oligomeric forms, thus providing the

evidence that linear cpDNA is the most

common form of DNA within chloroplasts

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 2004). Because

the ends were near putative origins of

replication, analysis of molecular structure

can also lead to insights concerning the

mechanism of cpDNA replication.

THE REPLICATION OF CHLOROPLAST

DNA: A REVISED VIEW

It is remarkable how little is known of even

the most basic aspects of cpDNA repli-

cation. The current standard model for

cpDNA replication is based largely on

inferences drawn from electron micro-

graphs of cpDNA produced 30 years ago

(Kolodner and Tewari, 1975b). Further-

more, that cpDNA was obtained from non-

meristematic tissues, and it is now known

that cpDNA replication is largely or entirely

restricted to meristematic cells (Kuroiwa,

1991; Fujie et al., 1994). It should therefore

come as no surprise that the scheme

presented below differs completely from

the standard model.

The standard model involves initiation at

two sites forming D-loops, merging of the

D-loops to form a u or Cairns replication

intermediate, and conversion to a rolling

circle. According to this model, the start

site for the rolling circle would be 1808 from

the D-loop origin of replication, at the
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terminus for u replication where the bi-

directional replication forks converge (Ko-

lodner and Tewari, 1975b; Heinhorst and

Cannon, 1993). Thus, the end sequence of

the rolling circle tail would not be near the

origin. Because, however, the ends of

linear molecules are near putative origins,

and very little maize cpDNA is found in

circular form (Oldenburg and Bendich,

2004), the standard model is no longer

tenable for maize. The recombination-

dependent replication process for cpDNA

depicted in Figure 1A accounts for the

branched, multigenomic structures (Figure

1B) that can represent most of the DNA

in plastids and involves no circular forms

of cpDNA. Figure 2 shows an enormous

structure typical of the cpDNA found in

the meristematic cells at the base of a

maize leaf. These structures contain long

fibers emanating from a dense core of

DNA. After digestionwith a restriction endo-

nuclease that cleaves once per genome,

theDNAmass of such structures decreases

by 50 to 60%, the average length of

the peripheral fibers decreases by 40 to

50%, but the core persists (Oldenburg

and Bendich, 2004). Thus, the core is not

comprised of catenated circles, and its

DNA is (presumably) very tightly branched.

The challenge now is to determine the

structure of the core to elucidate the

DNA replication mechanism.

It must be emphasized that the scheme

in Figure 1A is based entirely on structural

analysis without benefit from genetics. It is

intended merely to focus attention on linear

genomes, rather than circular molecules, to

guide future research. Figure 1A does,

however, show how the two isomeric forms

of the chloroplast genome in most plants

can be produced without invoking flipping:

intramolecular recombination between the

large inverted repeat sequences (IRs) in

a circular cpDNA molecule (Figure 1C).

Flipping was proposed as the mechanism

responsible for the equimolar alternative

fragment maps for species with IRs

(Palmer, 1983, 1985). The mapping data

were obtained before the advent of PFGE,

so that the sizes of the largest fragments

could not be determined accurately.

Recent mapping employing PFGE and

rare-cutting enzymes revealed a larger-

than-genome-size fragment for maize

cpDNA that cannot be derived from the

circular forms in Figure 1C (Oldenburg and

Bendich, 2004). This large fragment ap-

peared in approximately half-stoichiometric

amount, relative to other fragments. Half-

stoichiometric fragments were an essen-

tial observation in the older mapping

experiments that led to the proposed flip-

ping. Figure 1A shows the linear maps,

including the long half-stoichiometric frag-

ments that render flipping untenable. The

only form of the cpDNA that can lead to the

observed data is the head-to-tail linear

concatemer (Oldenburg and Bendich,

Figure 1. Chloroplast DNA Structure and Recombination-Dependent DNA Replication.

(A) The end of a monomeric genome recombines with another molecule and initiates replication. Replication procedes to the right to generate product 1, an

all-blue head-to-tail concatemer. Digestion with a restriction endonuclease that cleaves the genome once, at the site marked in red, yields a genome-size

fragment. An alternative recombination initiates leftward replication to generate product 2, a head-to-tail concatemer containing an inverted (green) segment,

that yields a larger-than-genome-sized fragment. Bold arrows indicate the direction of replication. The IRs are indicated by thick gray and black lines.

(B) A multigenomic structure produced by recombination-dependent replication.

(C) Circular forms of the genome produced by intramolecular recombination (flipping). Note that the larger-than-genome-sized fragment predicted by the

map of product 2, and detected by Oldenburg and Bendich (2004), cannot be generated from genome-sized circles.
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2004). Using EM, results with the denatur-

ation mapping technique were interpreted

to indicate a head-to-head linkage be-

tween neighboring genomic units in most

(extremely rare) circular dimers of cpDNA

from lettuce and spinach (Kolodner and

Tewari, 1979). The same dumbbell forms,

however, would result from head-to-tail

dimers containing an inversion of the large

single copy region in one of the genomic

units (Oldenburg and Bendich, 2004). I

conclude that all concatemeric forms of

cpDNA are likely composed of head-to-tail

units.

To summarize, it is replication driven

by recombination that leads to the cpDNA

branching, head-to-tail concatemers, and

inversion isomers. The isomers cannot

result from flipping. The small amount of

cpDNA found in circular form may actually

serve no function that depends on circu-

larity, but may represent an incidental

byproduct of the recombination events

required for cpDNA replication and repair,

as we suggested for mtDNA circles

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 1998).

CHROMOSOMES IN CHLOROPLASTS

ARE COMPLEX IN STRUCTURE AND

VARIABLE IN SIZE

In a eukaryotic cell, the G2 phase of the cell

cycle separates the replication of nuclear

DNA in the S phase from segregation of the

duplicated chromosomes in the M phase.

Activities in the G2 phase ensure that only

once-replicated and precisely replicated

chromosomes are inherited by daughter

cells. Such activities are absent in E. coli

cells that divide every 25 min at 378 and

require 40 min to replicate their genome

(Helmstetter, 1996), so that chromosomal

segregation occurs before DNA replication

is complete and the DNA content among

cells is quite variable (Akerlund et al., 1995).

I suggest that it is the absence of such

activities in the chloroplast that allows both

the segregation to daughter organelles of

chromosomes containing multigenomic

amounts of DNA, including incompletely

replicated genomes, and the large variabil-

ity in DNA content among chloroplasts in

the population. In the terms of Murray

(2004), the coupling between chromosomal

replication and segregation is flexible for

the chloroplast and tight for the cell that

harbors the chloroplast.

Flexible coupling for chloroplasts is best

illustrated in Scenedesmus quadricauda,

a chlorococcal alga with a single chloro-

plast. In one daughter cell, the chloroplast

contains nine nucleoids each carrying from

1 to 20 genome equivalents (assuming

a 200-kb genome size), and the other

daughter contains five nucleoids with 4 to

19 genomes (Zachleder et al., 1995). Only

one of the 30 nucleoids among the two

pairs of daughter cells analyzed contained

as little as one genome equivalent.

I propose the following rules for the

chromosomes in chloroplasts. (1) The rep-

lication of cpDNA begins at one of several

potential replication origins on linear cpDNA

molecules, but most of the cpDNA is pro-

duced via recombination-dependent repli-

cation (RDR) that does not require firing of

an origin. This RDR process is similar to

those for herpes simplex virus (HSV) and

bacteriophage T4, both of which contain

a genome borne on linear DNA molecules

(Kreuzer and Morrical, 1994; Jackson and

DeLuca, 2003). A T4-like RDR process was

also proposed for the mtDNA in plants

(Oldenburg and Bendich, 1998). (2) Rep-

licating cpDNA structures consist of

branched, multigenomic forms, and it is

these complex cpDNA forms that comprise

the chromosomes in chloroplasts. For both

HSV and T4, replication intermediates are

multigenomic structures that are processed

down to genome-sized units before pack-

aging into virus particles because of the

need to maximize the number of infectious

particles per genome. There is no such

need for chloroplasts that divide into only

two daughter organelles, and so chloro-

plast chromosomes are inherited without

processing. (3) There is usually more than

one genome equivalent in a chloroplast

chromosome, just as in rapidly dividing

cells of E. coli. After cpDNA replication

ceases, and the number of chloroplasts per

cell increases to the final level in non-

meristematic cells, the number of genome

equivalents per chromosome decreases.

This plasticity of DNA content per chromo-

some is also observed for E. coli as the

culture ages, but contrasts with the con-

stancy found in the nucleus of plant cells.

THE CHLOROPLAST NUCLEOID: A

REVISED VIEW

I now apply these rules to reinterpret

cytological observations of the chloroplast

nucleoid that are puzzling when a circular

genome-sized molecule is assumed to

represent the chloroplast chromosome.

Chlamydomonas is a single-celled alga

containing one chloroplast and has served

as the principal organism for studying

Figure 2. A Multigenomic Chloroplast DNA Structure.

This ethidium-stained structure was obtained from meristematic tissue of maize. Similarly complex

cpDNA forms were found for every plant species examined, including watermelon and pea (Bendich,

1991), Arabidopsis (Rowan et al., 2004), wheat, andMedicago truncatula. No such complex forms were

reported for pea and maize (Kolodner and Tewari, 1972, 1975a).
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chloroplast inheritance. Vegetative cells of

C. reinhardtii contain ;75 copies of the

chloroplast genome distributed unequally

among8 to 10 nucleoids (Armbrust, 1998). If

the nucleoid is the segregating genetic unit,

as proposed by VanWinkle-Swift (1980), we

have a conundrum. How do we reconcile

the small number of nucleoids (chromo-

somes) with the large number of genomes if

each genome exists as a discrete circle

(also a possible chromosome)? The prob-

lem of defining a chromosome intensifies

when the 8 to 10 nucleoids coalesce to one

large nucleoid in the zygote. The conun-

drum evaporates, however, when we con-

sider the nucleoid as one complex

containing many genomes linked by re-

combination junctions. During the resting

stage that follows zygote formation, origin-

independent replication would produce the

cpDNA to be partitioned among the four

haploid zygospores issued from the zygote.

A long-standing cytological puzzle is the

nature of the cpDNA in nucleoids of fibrous

form, including a two-dimensional beaded

ring that lies just under the plastid en-

velope, and a three-dimensional skein

distributed throughout the chloroplast

(Coleman, 1978; Kuroiwa et al., 1981).

How can such structures be composed of

discrete circles of cpDNA? I suggest that all

such forms contain single, complex cpDNA

molecules of the type shown in Figure 2,

rather than a series of circles tethered to

a sinuous membrane (Kuroiwa, 1991).

During the development of chloroplasts

from proplastids in wheat (Miyamura et al.,

1986) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Fujie et al.,

1994), nucleoids first increase in size and

then fragment and disperse. What changes

at the level of cpDNA molecules accom-

pany these cytological changes? In one

scheme, there is an initial increase in the

number of genome-sized circles at clus-

tered membrane attachment sites. Then

the circles are scattered as the thylakoid

membranes enlarge and ramify throughout

the expanding and greening chloroplast

(Kuroiwa, 1991). I now consider an alterna-

tive scheme based on RDR.

As the first foliage leaf of Arabidopsis

develops from cells in the shoot apical

meristem, the number of genomes per

plastid increases from;40 (3 d after seeds

are sown) to 600 at day 7, when the leaf is

\0.5 mm in length (Fujie et al., 1994). The

nucleoids increase in size during this in-

terval, and then decrease in size and

disperse within the chloroplast by day 10.

In the expanded leaf at day 38, the 49,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole fluorescence of

nucleoids is greatly reduced, the cpDNA

has changed from structures such as

shown in Figure 2 to much smaller forms,

and many chloroplasts contain no detect-

able DNA (Rowan et al., 2004). Similarly,

most chloroplasts from mature maize

leaves contain no DNA at all (D.J. Old-

enburg and A.J. Bendich, unpublished

data). I propose that the size and branching

of complex cpDNA forms reflects their

activity in RDR. As replication winds down,

and forks reach the ends of template

strands, DNA is released from the complex

and borne away on membranes. Although

the demise of cpDNA occurs long before

the onset of leaf senescence and appears

to be developmentally programmed in both

Arabidopsis and maize, the generality of

these observations for other species re-

mains to be assessed.

To summarize, the variability in chromo-

somal DNA molecules among and within

plastids is only perplexing if one assumes

a genome-sized chromosome and a tight

coupling between chromosomal replication

and segregation, as in the nucleus. The

variability is not at all surprising if the cou-

pling is flexible, as in bacteria. The dis-

appearance of cpDNA from mature,

nonmeristematic leaf cells may be surpris-

ing, but such cells no longer need chlo-

roplast chromosomes as vehicles of

inheritance or apparently to encode gene

products.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

There are lessons to be learned about how

to interpret data that initially seem at odds

with popular thinking. Chief among them is

that complex DNA structures should not be

dismissed simply because they do not

meet our expectations for a chromosomal

DNA molecule: simple in form and genomic

in size. The complex cpDNA should not

have been removed either physically or

conceptually before analysis. The ploidy

paradox (few segregating genetic units but

many genomes per chloroplast) should

have directed us toward chromosomes of

multigenomic size. Instead, the rare circular

forms were a distraction. Finally, although

mapping cannot establish chromosomal

topology (linear head-to-tail concatemers

and linear T4 phage DNA molecules have

circular maps), a circular map continues to

be the principal or only evidence used to

conclude that a chromosome is circular

both for chloroplasts and bacteria.
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